Work out
British National Corpus
ABG 798 So in the past few weeks Mr Yavlinsky, Vladimir Shcherbakov, the Soviet minister in
charge of economics, and Yevgeny Primakov, an aide to Mr Gorbachev, have all visited America
trying to work out the terms of an aid-for-economic-reform package.
ALM 1415 It is important to stress though that the adults' attitude can be the decisive factor in how
such arrangements will work out.
AM5 657 It's generally a simple matter to work out how the circuit pipework is run, and what rerouting will be needed to reach the new radiator position.
ANX 2581 You can work out the pecuniary value of one Pecu as an exercise.
ASH 353 It can be a valuable exercise to sit down and work out just what you spend.
B0N 1510 They then return to the general office where their “minder” is waiting to help them find
any necessary information and work out some options for the client.
C9K 200 One day I had one of the prototype JS1s; it was an ash body and that didn't work out too
well when we were looking for woods.
C9V 136 On the one hand we have the capacity for logical, rational thought with the ability to
deduce or work out solutions to problems, and the analytical powers of scientific inquiry.
CAU 1841 I couldn't work out whether he'd used the dinghy or not.
CDK 708 Dreaming of the future and rediscovering the feeling of past successes should have helped
you work out some goals for yourself-what we will call a “success image.”
CHH 13 But I am trying to work out when I can walk Paul Buttle's circuit of the Lakes, devised
especially for Outdoor Action.
CMK 424 If in doubt, consult an accountant or solicitor who will help you work out the various
after-tax and other angles.
CMS 572 The satisfaction is derived from the whole purpose of the job which is to make people
better in all senses… there's still some sort of fascination in trying to work out people's problems and
deal with them.
CN1 798 Once you have worked out which models have been struck by the mortar work out damage
in the normal way.
CTX 1897 The package is designed to help you work out the best way of controlling your finances
over the period of a year.
CTX 2091 In the second part of our series on practical uses for your spreadsheet, Dennis Jenkin
explains how to work out the financial pros and cons of renting or buying a property.
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